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- The project is conducted in **small groups** (2 students)
- Design an innovative information search and advisory system in a given **application scenario** (e.g. bikes, courses, music, events, eGov., group travel, etc.)
- Tackle (at least) one specific **technical issue** among those listed afterwards in this presentation
- **Choose** the application scenario and the technical issue that you find more interesting, challenging and significant
- The project results include:
  - a written **report**
  - and **optionally** a system **prototype**
- It is not required to fully implement the proposed **system**, just focus on the core functionality and provide a user interface for it.
Structure of the report

1. Abstract

2. Introduction: Description of the selected application problem and tech issues that you have tackled

3. Related Work: survey relevant information search applications and techniques (read and quote at least 3-4 specific papers including those recommended)
   - Critical evaluation/comparison of the pros and cons of the techniques presented in the papers and in the course with respect to the selected problem

4. System Description: description of the proposed system functions and GUI design

5. Technologies: description of the core techniques (to be) used in the prototype and how they must be applied

6. Evaluation Strategy: Describe how you will evaluate the system/techniques

7. Conclusion and future work

Use Springer LNCS format – max 12 pages
How the project will be evaluated

- The report **must follow the defined structure** (see a previous slide)
- The report must be **clearly written**
- The proposed functions and techniques must be **novel, significant and sound**
- The report must show that you have **deeply investigated** the problem (**consider alternative solutions**)
- The **system** idea should be enough developed to show some of the potential benefits for the users
- The presentation must be **understandable and raise the audience attention**
- The presenters must be **able to reply** to the questions of the other participants.
System Functions

- Identify some system functions (3/4) – a core set
- Functions should support user needs – think about users not what could be done from a tech viewpoint
- You may consider to categorize the needs in: lookup, learn, investigate
- Selects a small subset of these needs (even only one) – not yet addressed - and identify the techniques and GUI for supporting them
- For instance
  - Learn-Comparison
    - A tool for comparing different interpretations (CDs) of the same music composition (e.g. Ravel’s string quartet)
    - Comparison is performed feature by feature – so features should be identified ...
Exploratory Search

Fact retrieval
Known item search
Navigation
Transaction
Verification
Question answering

Knowledge acquisition
Comprehension/Interpretation
Comparison
Aggregation/Integration
Socialize

Accretion
Analysis
Exclusion/Negation
Synthesis
Evaluation
Discovery
Planning/Forecasting
Transformation

[Marchionini, 2006]
Application Domain

- These are only some **suggestions** – feel free to select what you prefer and double check that it matches well the selected tech issue (see next)
  - Travel and Tourism
  - Mobile Applications (market)
  - Music
  - News
  - Books
  - Courses
  - Dating
  - Groups (e.g. in Google groups)
  - Digital cameras
Projects in IDSE

- **Food recommender for a family**
  - Design the conversational user interface that enables users to tell what they have eaten, what they like to cook and eat, what they have in the fridge and recommends new recipes to cook now.

- **Points of interest push recommendation**
  - Design a solution for using preferences and activity data coming from sensors (GPS, accelerometer) to build a user profile and push points of interest recommendations in a novel city.

- **Lifelogging for recommendations**
  - Design a recommender system that may use lifelog data for profiling you and suggesting activities (music, bars, etc.) that suit your lifestyle.
These are technical features that are important, still difficult to tackle, and have received some attention in the scientific literature.

- Context-awareness
- Personalization
- Novelty
- Diversity
- Sequencing
- Groups of users
- Cold-start problem

- Conversational
- Preference elicitation
- Implicit feedback

Tech issues
Group Recommendations

- People often listen to music, watch movies, or eat in groups.
- A group recommendation must be adapted simultaneously to all the users in the group.
- How to build an optimal recommendation? What is the meaning of optimality?
Context-Awareness

- The relevance of an item (information) may depend on the search context: user location, time, previous searches, etc.
- Modelling context and effectively exploiting it in a system is still an unsolved problem.
- Literature
Novelty and Diversity

- Results produced by an information retrieval system can be optimized in term of their novelty and diversity
- What is a correct model for these concepts?
- How one can achieve both novelty, diversity and maximize relevance?

Literature

A personalized information search system initially may have no information about user preferences.

How explicit evaluations (ratings) can be effectively acquired?

Literature

Implicit Feedback

- A system may derive an implicit feedback on the items shown by observing user actions: clicking, reading, listening
- Can a better prediction of item relevance be based on implicit signs?

Literature

Conversational preference elicitation

- Rarely users can express their preferences in one shot
- Preferences are built while interacting with the system – available items may suggest new preferences

Literature

Sequence of Recommendations

- Recommendations often are produced as a sequence of suggestions – e.g., a music compilation or a study plan.
- How to optimize the full sequence, i.e., how to determine the best recommendations, given the previous history, or to build an optimal compilation?

Literature

Instructions

- Compose a group of 2 students
- Select an application domain, a couple of core functionalities where one of the mentioned tech issues is relevant
- Report to me your ideas and schedule a meeting
- Download the quoted papers
- Read the suggested papers (or others that I will suggest in the meeting) for the selected specific tech issue
- Search for more:
  - Systems on that domain
  - Articles on that tech issue (and possibly on your selected app. domain)
- Prepare a 2 pages abstract and a short presentation
  - To be presented in 2 weeks (after Easter)